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Recommender systems

• Goal is to predict ”rating” or ”preference”.
• System propose to user items that the user will be likely interested in.
• Great development in past years.
• Goals: keep attention of user, get more profit, make users more happy

with the service
• Many areas: sellers (Amazon), movies (Netflix), music (Pandora),

news (NYT) and many others
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In daily use
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In daily use
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General setting

• Set of users C.
• Set of items S.
• Utility function u : C× S 7→ R.
• R is set of ratings (number of stars, liked/disliked).

Alice 1 0.8 0.7 0.9
Bob 0.9 0.2 0.8
Cecil 0.7
David 0.3 0.2 0.2
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Several challenges

• How to get ratings? - ask users explicitly/watch their behavior
• Data are extremely sparse.
• Cold start.
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Classification

• Demographic systems - recommendations based on age, location,
gender etc.

• Content-based systems - find similar items to items favored by user
• Collaborative filtering - recommended items preferred by similar users
• Hybrid systems - combines two or more recommendation approaches
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Demographic systems

X No need for history of user ratings
X Only few observations needed
7 Privacy issues
7 Very stereotypical
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content-based systems



Content-based systems

• Recommend items similar to those that were rated recently by the user.
• Each item is assigned item profile.
• Metadata, content of newspaper articles, reviews by users, tags

(artificial/manual), words in newspaper articles
• Normalization, proper scaling of numerical features, higher weight to

more rare words
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Evaluating similarity

• Jaccard index
|A ∩B|
|A ∪B|

• Cosine similarity
xy

‖x‖‖y‖ .

• Should not depend on items that users have not rated or attributes
that were not assigned to none of the items.

• Normalization of ratings.

Alice 1 0.8 0.7 0.9
Bob 0.9 0.2 0.8
Cecil 0.7
David 0.3 0.2 0.2
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User profiles

• Represent attributes that are favored by the users.
• Weighted average of rated item profiles.
• Classification can be applied to predict rating.
• For example decision trees/random forest/regression.
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Content-based systems

X No need for data of other users.
X Can recommend to users which have unique taste.
X Avoids ”first rater problem”
7 Need to extract features (manually/by special algorithms)
7 Cold start for new users.
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collaborative filtering



Collaborative filtering

• Predict rating based on actions of similar users.

Alice 1 0.8 0.7 0.9
Bob 0.9 0.2 0.8
Cecil 0.7
David 0.3 0.2 0.2

• For similarity calculations we can use cosine similarity or Jaccard index.
• We need to normalize.
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Clustering

• Way how to deal with sparsity - allows us to estimate blanks.
• There is low probability that two users liked the same item of the same

kind.
• Hierarchically cluster items and/or users.
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Dimensionality reduction

• Another way to estimate blank fields in utility matrix.
• UV-decomposition

M = U×V =


u11 u12

u21 u22
...

...
u|U |1 u|U |2

×
[

v11 v12 · · · v1|S|

v21 v22 · · · v2|S|

]
.

• We minimize Root-Mean-Square-Error of non-blanks in utility matrix
M.
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UV-decomposition

M = U×V =


u11 u12

u21 u22
...

...
u|U |1 u|U |2

×
[

v11 v12 · · · v1|S|

v21 v22 · · · v2|S|

]
.

• Gradient descent.
• Minimization of RMSE w.r.t. selected parameter uij or vij .
• Many local optima. Random restarts and different order of parameters

selected for minimization used.
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Collaborative filtering

X No need to represent items as list of features.
X Scaleable - no human interaction.
7 ”first rater problem”
7 Cannot work for users with unique taste.
7 Whole database needs to be processed.
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Hybrid recommender systems

• Combine two or more recommendation approaches.
• Most popular are combinations of content-based systems and

collaborative filtering.
• Provide the best results.
• Avoid weaknesses of individual approaches.
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Netflix challenge

• In 2006 Netflix provided 100M ratings that 480k users gave to 18k
movies.

• First team to provide algorithm 10 % more accurate (RMSE) than
Netflix algorithm gets $1M.

• Progress prizes.
• Most accurate algorithm in 2007 used ensembl of 107 different

algorithmic appraches. (k-NN, Restricted Boltzman Machines, . . . ) [2]
• Awarded in September 2009. [7]
• Netflix algorithm only 3 % better than trivial baseline.
• 20k teams from 150 countries.
• Cancelled sequel due to a lawsuit against a Netflix user.
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Privacy issues [4]

• Plenty of data publicitly available.
• For example major US retail network used customer shopping record to

predict pregnancies of female customers.

65% Liberal), religion (“Muslim”/“Christian”; n = 18,833; 90%
Christian), and the Facebook social network information [n =
17,601; median size, ~X = 204; interquartile range (IQR), 206;
median density, ~X = 0.03; IQR, 0.03] were obtained from users’
Facebook profiles. Users’ consumption of alcohol (n = 1,196;
50% drink), drugs (n = 856; 21% take drugs), and cigarettes (n =
1211; 30% smoke) and whether a user’s parents stayed together
until the user was 21 y old (n = 766; 56% stayed together) were
recorded using online surveys. Visual inspection of profile pic-
tures was used to assign ethnic origin to a randomly selected
subsample of users (n = 7,000; 73% Caucasian; 14% African
American; 13% others). Sexual orientation was assigned using the
Facebook profile “Interested in” field; users interested only in
others of the same sex were labeled as homosexual (4.3% males;
2.4% females), whereas those interested in users of the opposite
gender were labeled as heterosexual.

Results
Prediction of Dichotomous Variables. Fig. 2 shows the prediction
accuracy of dichotomous variables expressed in terms of the area
under the receiver-operating characteristic curve (AUC), which is
equivalent to the probability of correctly classifying two randomly
selected users one from each class (e.g., male and female). The
highest accuracy was achieved for ethnic origin and gender. African
Americans and Caucasian Americans were correctly classified in
95% of cases, and males and females were correctly classified in
93% of cases, suggesting that patterns of online behavior as
expressed by Likes significantly differ between those groups
allowing for nearly perfect classification.
Christians andMuslims were correctly classified in 82%of cases,

and similar results were achieved for Democrats and Republicans
(85%). Sexual orientation was easier to distinguish among males
(88%) than females (75%), which may suggest a wider behavioral
divide (as observed from online behavior) between hetero- and
homosexual males.
Good prediction accuracy was achieved for relationship status

and substance use (between 65% and 73%). The relatively lower
accuracy for relationship status may be explained by its temporal
variability compared with other dichotomous variables (e.g.,
gender or sexual orientation).
The model’s accuracy was lowest (60%) when inferring whether

users’ parents stayed together or separated before users were 21 y
old. Although it is known that parental divorce does have long-

term effects on young adults’ well-being (28), it is remarkable that
this is detectable through their Facebook Likes. Individuals
with parents who separated have a higher probability of liking
statements preoccupied with relationships, such as “If I’m with
you then I’m with you I don’t want anybody else” (Table S1).
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e.g.  age=α+β1 C1 +…+ βnC100

Predicted variables
Facebook profile:

social network size and density
Profile picture: ethnicity
Survey / test results: BIG5 Personali-

substance use, parents together?

Fig. 1. The study is basedona sampleof 58,466volunteers fromtheUnited States, obtained through themyPersonality Facebookapplication (www.mypersonality.
org/wiki), which included their Facebook profile information, a list of their Likes (n = 170 Likes per person on average), psychometric test scores, and survey in-
formation. Users and their Likes were represented as a sparse user–Like matrix, the entries of which were set to 1 if there existed an association between a user and
a Like and 0 otherwise. The dimensionality of the user–Like matrix was reduced using singular-value decomposition (SVD) (24). Numeric variables such as age or
intelligence were predicted using a linear regression model, whereas dichotomous variables such as gender or sexual orientation were predicted using logistic
regression. Inboth cases,weapplied 10-fold cross-validation andused the k= 100 top SVD components. For sexual orientation, parents’ relationship status, anddrug
consumption only k = 30 top SVD components were used because of the smaller number of users for which this information was available.

Fig. 2. Prediction accuracy of classification for dichotomous/dichotomized
attributes expressed by the AUC.
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Prediction of Numeric Variables. Fig. 3 presents the accuracy of
predicting numeric variables as expressed by the Pearson product–
moment correlation coefficient between the actual and predicted
values. The highest correlation was obtained for age (r = 0.75),
followed by density (r = 0.52) and size (r = 0.47) of the Facebook
friendship network. Closely following were the personality traits
of “Openness” (r = 0.43), “Extraversion” (r = 0.40), and “In-
telligence” (r = 0.39). The remaining personality traits and SWL
were predicted with somewhat lower accuracy (r = 0.17 to 0.30).
Psychological traits are examples of latent traits (i.e., traits that

cannot be measured directly). As a consequence, their values can
only be measured approximately, for example, by evaluating
responses to questionnaires. The transparent bars presented in Fig.
3 indicate the accuracy of the questionnaires used as expressed by
their test-retest reliabilities (Pearson product–moment correlation
between the questionnaire scores obtained by the same respondent
at two points in time). The correlation between the predicted and
actual Openness score (r = 0.43) was very close to the test–retest
reliability for Openness (r = 0.50). This indicates that for the
Openness trait, observation of the user’s Likes is roughly as in-
formative as using their personality test score itself. For the
remaining traits, prediction accuracies correspond to roughly half
the questionnaire’s test-retest reliabilities.
The relatively lower prediction accuracy for SWL (r = 0.17)

may be attributable to the difficulty of separating long-term
happiness (29) from mood swings, which vary over time. Thus,
although the SWL score includes variability attributable to mood,
users’ Likes accrue over a longer period and, so, may be suitable
only for predicting long-term happiness.

Amount of Data Available and Prediction Accuracy. The results
presented so far rely on individuals for which between one and
700 Likes were available. The median number of Likes was 68
per individual (IQR, 152). Therefore, what is the expected ac-
curacy given a random individual and how does prediction ac-
curacy change with the number of observed Likes? Using
a subsample (n = 500) of users for whom at least 300 Likes were
available, we ran predictive models based on randomly selected
subsets of n = 1, 2, . . ., 300 Likes. The results presented in Fig. 4
show that even knowing a single random Like for a given user
can result in nonnegligible prediction accuracy. Knowing further
Likes increases the accuracy but with diminishing returns from
each additional piece of information.

Predictive Power of Likes. Individual traits and attributes can be
predicted to a high degree of accuracy based on records of users’
Likes. Table S1 presents a sample of highly predictive Likes
related to each of the attributes. For example, the best predictors
of high intelligence include “Thunderstorms,” “The Colbert
Report,” “Science,” and “Curly Fries,” whereas low intelligence
was indicated by “Sephora,” “I Love Being A Mom,” “Harley
Davidson,” and “Lady Antebellum.” Good predictors of male
homosexuality included “No H8 Campaign,” “Mac Cosmetics,”
and “Wicked The Musical,” whereas strong predictors of male
heterosexuality included “Wu-Tang Clan,” “Shaq,” and “Being
Confused After Waking Up From Naps.” Although some of the
Likes clearly relate to their predicted attribute, as in the case of
No H8 Campaign and homosexuality, other pairs are more elu-
sive; there is no obvious connection between Curly Fries and
high intelligence.
Moreover, note that few users were associated with Likes ex-

plicitly revealing their attributes. For example, less than 5% of
users labeled as gay were connected with explicitly gay groups, such
as No H8 Campaign, “Being Gay,” “GayMarriage,” “I love Being

Fig. 3. Prediction accuracy of regression for numeric attributes and traits
expressed by the Pearson correlation coefficient between predicted and ac-
tual attribute values; all correlations are significant at the P < 0.001 level. The
transparent bars indicate the questionnaire’s baseline accuracy, expressed in
terms of test–retest reliability.

Fig. 4. Accuracy of selected predictions as a function of the number of
available Likes. Accuracy is expressed as AUC (gender) and Pearson’s corre-
lation coefficient (age and Openness). About 50% of users in this sample had
at least 100 Likes and about 20% had at least 250 Likes. Note, that for
gender (dichotomous variable) the random guessing baseline corresponds to
an AUC = 0.50.

5804 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1218772110 Kosinski et al.
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Thank you for your attention.
Time for questions!
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